
Content and  

Imagery 

 

The story of Helena’s Model 
Cities program is long and com-
plex. Spanning over two dec-
ades (1968 – 1976 and later), 
this process profoundly altered 
the physical, social, political 
and economic makeup of the 
community in ways that were 
immutable and unexpected. 
The exhibit presents the rea-
sons why people thought Mod-
el Cities was necessary, how 
Helena conducted it and what 
Model Cities accomplished. It 
also addresses costs and means of funding.  

 

Information on Helena’s Model Cities experience was drawn from the recollections and collections of people who ac-
tually managed and conducted the program as well as original documents and photographs of the time. This serves 
history well, as future generations look back on the period to further assess its impacts. The exhibit presents what was 
done with little critique apart from assessments in Model Cities reports at the time. It owes a great deal to those who 
contributed to it. A small state grant made the exhibit possible.   

 

 Exhibiting what was essentially a bureaucratic undertaking presents a challenge, particularly when working with mini-
mal funding. A great deal of reading is involved but so is a great deal of looking. That offers an opportunity to express 
more. The illustrations orient around the theme of remembering history, both from the perspective of those involved 
in events and the community’s lingering impressions of what was done. Memory can be both precise and confused. It 
can overlap different events as well as isolate them. It can be vivid, yet it is often vague.  The nature of memory is visu-
ally expressed in this presentation.  

 

Memories of a time period carry with them the trends of that time: art, music, dress and illustration, particularly pho-
tographic illustration. The exhibit draws on the experimental nature of American photography of the 1960s and 70s to 
evoke a sense of the period when Model Cities was active. And photographs, like memory, degrade over time. Model 
Cities collections have faded and colorized over the years. Images presented here are often presented as found or 
sometimes altered as period post-card scenes, aged photos and as superimposed ideas and events, all giving a sense 
of time passed and memories at work. Even the difficulty of recalling is involved as the viewer must concentrate, twist 
and squint to interpret some panels.  The hope is that the viewer will find the exhibit interesting visually as well as in-
tellectually and thus take away a more complete memory of what is presented here.  

 

People worked very diligently to put together an exhibit on “urban renewal” for the community. A small group of ded-
icated individuals support local history in the county and the city. They include members of the Lewis & Clark County 
Historical Society and the Lewis & Clark County Heritage Tourism Council. It would be good of you to thank them in 
some way. If you can, join them in conducting future projects.  They can be reached at 447-8357 or  
pattardo@co.lewis-clark.mt.us  
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